
The Early Earth & 
First Signs of Life
Earth began to solidify and divide into its layers (Core, 
Mantle and Crust) more than 4 billion years ago – and 
finally to have a solid surface – unlike Jupiter and Saturn, 
but more like Mars.  But  it was not until about 3.8 billion 
years ago that life is first recorded on Earth by structures 
called stromatolites “constructed” by bacteria.  Their distant 
relatives are still alive in Australia today, building the same 
monuments.

The early Earth lacked much of an atmosphere and so was heavily 

pummeled by meteorites.  It was a bleak and hellish place, with 

volcanoes blasting lava fountains in the air, fumeroles steaming 

– and little water around.  But it was this very volcanic activity 

that formed water and produced the gases which made up an 

atmosphere, when temperatures on the Earth’s surface finally 

dipped below 100 o C. – an atmosphere dominated by carbon 

dioxide, some nitrogen, water vapour, methane and smaller amounts 

of hydrogen sulfide (which is what makes rotten eggs smell so bad!), 

hydrogen cyanide and ammonia.  There was no significant amount 

of oxygen in this early atmosphere.

By 3800 million years ago there was a solid surface on Earth, and 

sediments were actually forming – meaning that wind and running 

water had to be present. How do we know this?  Geologists who 

have studied modern rivers and desert sands, ocean shores and 

ocean depths compare the sands and muds today with the same 

sorts of structures (such as ripple marks) and textures preserved in 

the ancient rocks of the Macdonnell Ranges of Central Australia and 

the Pilbara region of Western Australia and see many similarities. 

They reconstruct the past using their knowledge of the present.  

Very ancient rocks formed by volcanoes as well as sediments are 

also known from places like Greenland (from the Isua Greenstone 

Belt) and even older ones in the Acasta Formation of northwest 

Canada, dated from 3.8 to 4.0 billion years.

These ancient sediments, more than 3500 million years old, contain 

the first convincing remains of life -  stromatolites.  Such structures 

were apparently built by ancient bacteria, still forming today in 

Western Australia’s Shark Bay.   The layers of sediment are trapped 

in mats formed by green algae, cyanobacteria and other kinds 

of bacteria.  Some of these layered sediments actually contain 

fossilized cells of the microbes that caused them to be deposited – 

and these microscopic remains are strikingly similar to living forms.  

It was during this early phase of Earth history when the Banded Iron 

Formations (BIF's) were deposited, at a time when there was not 

much oxygen around, and we depend on these deposits (no longer 

forming) for our iron that we use in so many ways today.

From top to bottom: Volcanic activity 
on the early Earth produced gases 
which made up the first significant 
atmosphere.

Banded Iron Formations (BIF's) 
were deposited on Earth from the 
beginning of this planet until around 
1600 million years ago.  These were 
only able to form when oxygen levels 
were much lower than they are today 
(S. Morton).

Fossil stromatolites from Bitter 
Springs, about 900 million years 
old, from the Macdonnell Ranges, 
Northern Territory, Australia (S. Morton).

Cells from the 900 million-year old 
Bitter Springs chert, near Ellery 
Creek, Macdonnell Ranges, 
Northern Territory, Australia. (I. Stewart). 

The early Earth about 2 billion years ago.


